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SPF Executive, SPF General Secretary, 34 Braemar Crescent, Carluke ML8 4BH 
 

 
Judge’s Feedback Form on SPF Club/Society 
This form is supplied as part of a one year trial designed to give constructive feedback to SPF 
Clubs/Societies by a visiting SPF Judge. The aim of this trial is to improve the Judging experience for 
Club and Judge alike.  
You are encouraged to complete this form to report instances of what you consider both good and 
poor performances by Clubs. Please give credit where it is due, it is easy to be negative, you should 
consider your comments carefully to avoid offence.  
Your answers will be treated in strict confidence. We will share your feedback only with the 
Club/Society concerned, and SPF Officers as necessary. 
Please complete and return this form to me, please do not add any other information:  
SPF General Secretary at libby.neilsmith@btinternet.com 
 
Name of Judge submitting form  
What is your own Club?  
Your photo qualifications  
Your Contact email  
  

Name of the Club/Society Judged  
Date of Judging  
Type of competition  
Number of each Prints:                           PDIs: 
Approximate number in audience  
Please give your assessment regarding the 
Club/Society using the table to the right 

Where - 4=Excellent, 3=Good, 2=Adequate, 
1=Poor.  

Did you receive a reminder contact in time?  

Did you get prints/PDIs no later than the time you 
agreed? 

 

Was the preparation time adequate?  
Were the prints in the correct order in boxes and 
with the marking sheets? 

 

Did the PDIs come up in the same order as the 
marking sheet? 

 

Were you given all the instructions you required 
to Judge the competition? 

 

Were you given adequate directions?  
Was the Presentational time at the Club 
adequate for the quantity to be judged? 

 

How would you rate the Club’s introduction and 
vote of thanks? 

 

Please answer the following questions using Yes or No  
Were you given an emergency contact?  
Did they arrange parking for you?  
Did you get expenses without asking?  
  

Do you have any brief comments regarding the 
Club/Society? 

 

Please date and sign on the right and return to 
the email address above. 
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